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Abstract

Social media users utilize online platforms to
express their thoughts, sentiments, and views
through posts/comments. Identifying such sen-
timents expressed in reviews or comments on
a given concept/topic is known as Sentiment
Analysis (SA). SA has considerable applica-
tions including customer service, social media
monitoring, product reviews analysis, and so
on. Content creators, bloggers, and researchers
can evaluate public opinions, obtain feedback,
and make informed choices by analyzing re-
views and comments on social media platforms.
Online users often express their sentiments us-
ing mixing words/scripts of more than one lan-
guage leading to code-mixed texts. Analysing
the code-mixed text to predict sentiments is
challenging and lack of resources for code-
mixed low-resource languages enhances the
complexity further due to complexities of code-
mixed texts.

To address the challenges of predicting senti-
ments in code-mixed low-resource languages,
in this paper, we - team MUCSD, describe Ma-
chine Learning (ML) models submitted to ”Sen-
timent Analysis in Tamil and Tulu” shared task
at DravidianLangTech@RANLP 2023. The
proposed methodology makes use of ML mod-
els: i) Linear Support Vector Classifier (Lin-
earSVC), ii) Logistic Regression (LR), and iii)
Ensemble model (LR, Decision Tree (DT), and
Support Vector Machine (SVM)) with hard vot-
ing, trained with Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) of word unigrams,
to perform SA in Tamil and Tulu languages.
Among these models, LinearSVC model per-
formed better with macro F1-scores of 0.189
and 0.508 and obtained 8th and 9th rank for
Tamil and Tulu code-mixed texts respectively.

1 Introduction

Social media usage is increasing continuously due
to the ease of use to share reviews even for those

who are not familiar about the technologies (Asghar
et al., 2015; Bharathi and Agnusimmaculate Silvia,
2021; Bharathi and Varsha, 2022; Swaminathan
et al., 2022; Anita and Subalalitha, 2019; Sub-
alalitha, 2019; Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2016,
2017, 2021). This has led to the increased user-
generated text of opinions or reviews, comments,
and posts on social media like Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, etc (Yue et al., 2019). Understanding
the users’ comments on topics/events in social me-
dia allows for more informed decision-making. It
helps the content creators like YouTubers to evalu-
ate the emotional impact of their videos on viewers
(Chakravarthi et al., 2022a,b; Chakravarthi, 2023).
For example, while positive comments about a
video indicate satisfaction, negative comments in-
dicate the need for improvement (Asghar et al.,
2015).

SA is the task of analysing the reviews, opinions
or comments to identify their polarity. This anal-
ysis provides insights into public opinions, ideas,
and statements, which can be valuable for blog-
gers, researchers, and even individuals (Hussein,
2018; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b).
Social media posts/comments such as YouTube
comments, Facebook posts, and tweets, often con-
tain slang, misspellings, contractions, etc. which
may impair the ability of the learning models to
recognize patterns in the social media content and
produce precise predictions. As there is no restric-
tion on the use of language in social media, users
often use more than one language to write com-
ments on social media platforms. They may even
use more than one script to key in the comments
leading to code-mixed data.

Majority of the SA works focus on high-
resource languages like English and Spanish giving
less importance for low-resource languages and
code-mixed low-resource languages (Hegde and
Shashirekha, 2021). To promote the SA research
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work on low-resource languages, in this paper, we -
team MUCSD, describe the ML models submitted
to the shared task on ”Sentiment Analysis in Tamil
and Tulu” at DravidianLangTech@RANLP 20231

(Hegde et al., 2023). The aim of the shared task
is to classify the comments in code-mixed Tamil
and Tulu languages, into one of the four categories:
Positive, Neutral/Unknown state, Mixed Feelings,
and Negative. The proposed methodology makes
use of LinearSVC, LR, and Ensemble of classifiers
(LR, DT, and SVM) with hard voting, trained with
TF-IDF of word unigrams to predict the sentiment
of the given text.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows:
The related work is briefly described in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the methodology, while Section
4 discusses experiments with the results. The study
concludes with future work in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Researchers have developed several ML ap-
proaches to handle monolingual and code-mixed
texts for SA. A brief description of few of the rele-
vant works are given below:

Das and Chakraborty (2018) proposed Lin-
earSVM using TF-IDF along with Next Word Nega-
tion (NWN) for sentiment classification of three
different datasets (Movie Review Dataset, Product
Review Dataset, and SMS Spam Dataset). They ob-
tained accuracies of 89.91%, 88.86%, and 96.83%
on IMDB review datasets, Amazon product review,
and SMS spam datasets respectively. To perform
SA in Code-Mixed Dravidian languages (Tamil
and Malayalam) and English language, Hegde and
Shashirekha (2022) used Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) model trained with Dynamic Meta Embed-
ding (DME) and obtained F1-scores of 0.36, 0.74,
and 0.37 for Tamil, English, and Malayalam lan-
guages respectively. Balouchzahi and Shashirekha
(2020) proposed Hybrid Voting Classifier (HVC)
using char and word n-grams in the range (1, 5)
and (1, 3) respectively and word embeddings, as
features to train Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and
Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) classifiers and
sub-words embeddings to train Bidirectional Long
Short Term (BiLSTM) classifier. With majority vot-
ing, their HVC model obtained a weighted F1-score
of 0.62 and 0.68 on Tamil-English and Malayalam-
English language pairs respectively.

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11095

To solve the Arabic sentiment classification prob-
lem, Elgeldawi et al. (2021) used various hyperpa-
rameter tuning techniques on six ML algorithms
(LR, SVM, DT, Ridge Classifier, Random Forest
(RF), and Naive Bayes (NB)) trained using TF-
IDF of word unigrams. All algorithms were ex-
perimented with and without the hyperparameter
tuning process and among all the algorithms, they
obtained highest accuracy for SVM with an ac-
curacy of 95.62% using Bayesian Optimization.
Hande et al. (2020) proposed multitask learning
for Offensive Language Detection (OLD) and SA
and experimented on the dataset Kannada Code-
Mixed Dataset (KanCMD) created by scraping
the YouTube comments. ML algorithms (DT, LR,
SVM, MNB, k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN), and RF)
are trained with TF-IDF of n-grams in the range
(1, 3) for both OLD and SA tasks. The RF model
outperformed other models with macro F1-scores
of 0.59 and 0.66 for SA and OLD respectively.
Poornima and Priya (2020) proposed ML classi-
fiers (MNB, SVM, and LR) trained with word bi-
grams for SA of Malayalam Tweets and obtained
an accuracy of 86.23% for LR classifier.

In spite of several approaches explored for SA,
the performance of many of the approaches are
still low for low-resource languages, indicating the
need to explore models for SA in to improve the
performance.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology for SA in code-mixed
Tamil and Tulu (Dravidian languages) includes
three major steps: Pre-processing, Feature Extrac-
tion, and Classifier Construction. The framework
of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1
and the steps are briefly explained below:

3.1 Pre-processing

The procedure of cleaning text data with the goal
of enhancing the classifier’s performance is known
as Pre-processing. In this procedure, punctuation
marks, digits, stopwords, and extra spaces are
removed and English text is converted to lower-
case. English stopwords2 list available in Natural
Language Toolkit (NLTK) library and Tamil stop-
words3 list available in github are used as refer-
ences to remove the stopwords. Sentiments are

2https://www.nltk.org/nltk data/
3https://gist.github.com/arulrajnet/

e82a5a331f78a5cc9b6d372df13a919c
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Figure 1: The proposed framework of ML classifiers

Dataset: Tamil-English Tulu-English
Classes Train set Dev set Test set Train set Dev set Test set
Positive 20070 2257 338 3118 369 344
Negative 4271 480 101 646 90 60
Neutral /
Unknown state

5628 611 137 1719 202 197

Mixed feelings 4020 438 73 974 120 107
Total 33989 3786 649 6457 781 781

Table 1: Class-wise distribution of Tamil-English and Tulu-English dataset

Tamil-English Tulu-English
Classifier Dev set Test set Dev set Test set
LR 0.444 0.117 0.516 0.442
LinearSVC 0.464 0.189 0.555 0.508
Ensemble
model

0.437 0.103 0.509 0.461

Table 2: Macro F1-scores of the proposed models

sometimes expressed through emojis. So instead of
removing the emojis, they are converted into text
to capture the useful information for SA.

3.2 Feature Extraction

The process of extracting the features from the
dataset is known as Feature Extraction. In the pro-
posed work, TF-IDF of word unigrams are obtained
using TfidfVectorizer4 from the scikit-learn library
to train the model. 12,515 and 62,516 word un-
igrams are extracted for Tulu and Tamil datasets
respectively.

3.3 Classifier Construction

The three learning models, namely: LinearSVC,
LR, and Ensemble (LR, DT, and SVM) classifier

4https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.
feature extraction.text.TfidfVectorizer.html

with hard voting, are trained using TF-IDF of word
unigrams to perform SA. LinearSVC learns the de-
cision boundary by separating different classes and
it is suitable for linearly separable problems. The
LR model provide a simple approach that predicts
the probability that an input belongs to a certain
class. LinearSVC is used to find a hyperplane that
separates data points of different classes in a way
that maximizes the margin between them. To im-
prove the accuracy and robustness of predictions,
specifically if the individual classifiers have various
weaknesses or strengths, the ensemble techniques
can be applied. In the proposed methodology, an
Ensemble of ML classifiers (LR, DT, and SVM)
with hard voting is used.

4 Experiments and Result

The statistics of code-mixed Tamil (Chakravarthi
et al., 2020) and Tulu (Hegde et al., 2022) datasets
shared by the organisers of the shared task in shown
in Table 1. It can be observed that the both datasets
are imbalanced.

The performance of the proposed model for De-
velopment (Dev) set and Test sets for both the lan-
guages are shown in Table 2. The results illustrate
that LinearSVC model outperformed the other two
models by achieving F1-scores of 0.189 and 0.508
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Figure 2: Comparison of macro F1-scores of the LinearSVC model with other teams (participants’) for Tamil-
English Dataset

Figure 3: Comparison of macro F1-scores of the LinearSVC model with other teams (participants’) for Tulu-English
Dataset

Table 3: Samples of misclassified Tulu Test set with their English translation, actual and predicted (using LinearSVC
model) labels and remarks
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for code-mixed Tamil and Tulu datasets respec-
tively. The comparison of the macro F1-scores of
other participants’ models with our proposed model
for Tamil and Tulu Datasets are shown in Figure
2 and 3 respectively. The misclassified samples of
the Tulu Test test along with actual and predicted la-
bels and remarks, for LinearSVC model are shown
in Table 3.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, our team MUCSD describes the three
proposed models, namely: LR, LinearSVC, and an
Ensemble (LR, DT, and SVM) classifier with hard
voting, trained with TF-IDF of word unigrams, to
perform SA of Tulu and Tamil code-mixed texts.
These models are submitted to the ”Sentiment Anal-
ysis in Tamil and Tulu” shared task at Dravidian-
LangTech@RANLP 2023. Among the proposed
models, LinearSVC achieved F1-scores of 0.189
and 0.508 and secured 8th and 9th rank for Tamil
and Tulu texts respectively. Different feature sets
and different classifications will be investigated to
improve the performance of the proposed models
in the future.
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